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GRE@T : Governance and 
Entrepreneurship through Education, 








Insufficient competence in: project 
development and management, 
research on multiple literacy, conducting 
outreach, curriculum development, ICT-
based (blended) teaching, pedagogical 
skills, research-based teaching 
materials, e-resources, English 






Insufficient and inadequate ICT 
management systems, support, 
infrastructure, learning, research 
capacity (monitoring of adoption, e-
publications, research output digitizer, 
recrutement, access, solar power 
supply, student information system, e-
learning software, Community Resource 




Limited knowledge among staff and 
community: on basic civil rights, on 
effects of gender inequality in social 
service delivery and NRM, on 
procedures governing ownership of NR, 
on factors affecting effectiveness and 
equity of service delivery; ineffective and 







Low productivity and low sales;
Limited access of MSE’s to credit 
information, entrepreneurial skills, 
market information; 
Weak linkage university with MSE’s;
limited knowledge and outreach 
because of insufficient research























Problem: need of grassroots 
governance
Reach the people... 
with alternatives








Let people reach you!
































VLIR NSS UGent with UWC & MU
VLIR NSS UGent with UWC & MU
Needs	assessment	(MzU with	SMIT)
18-20/06/14 47
UWC
45
MU
50
Diary	method	+	in-depth	interviews
- Daily	practices	and	routines	+	a	typical	year	at	university
- Discussion	of	needs	identified	by	staff
- Discussion	of	other	needs
- Discussion	of	tools	and	technologies	currently	used
- Discussion	of	possible	solutions	(including	via	a	mobile	app)
16 10
Focus	group	interviews	& co-design	sessions
- Discussion	of	needs	identified	by	staff
- Discussion	of	other	needs
- Discussion	of	tools	and	technologies	currently	used
- Discussion	of	possible	solutions	(including	via	a	mobile	app)
- Screenshot	evaluation
- Post-it	exercises
- Drawing	exercises
17 25
Validation	focus	group	interviews
- Validating	results	(services	and	design)
- Drawing	exercises
12 15
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Asante! 
Thank you! 
Dank u!
